
The last words in Posner's bo.k are like those of a prosecutor closinc his case: 

Lee Harvey Oswald, driven by his own 
twisted and impenetrable furies, was the only assassin at Dealey 
Plaza on November 22, 1963. To say otherwise, in light of the 
overwhelming evidence, is to absolve a man with blood on his 
hands, and to mock the President he killed.page 472) 

11!-0 
gad this been in a court of law rather than of oublio opinion,teDswal0 ever had 

a defense counsel Prepared to give him a vigorous defenseiwhat Posner says in closing 

and wh:t he says throujhout would have been subjected 	to a 

much more rigorous examination than is possible for an unwell and partly handicapped 

Octogenarian who has to depend on his memory and lacks meaningful access to his own 

materials. 

BUt with no more than 0 memory rotrieved)Posner's prosecution-type case would 
sol 

not have survived before a real jury. None of it stacks, not a `:jingle Aolitary bit 

p/ 
of evidence of th crime itself. His Hartrlogian shrinkery,meznig what Posner said 

it meant when it moans no such thing, might have had no basis at all before the court 
been 

 beiaune Hortogs ould have hat: to deliver it. 'loaner and he then would hav 	horned 
Hartogs 

by the dilemma: present him Ind risk having his sex-with-patimakx therapy for women 

patients before the jury which would have had to evaluate hi„; testimony as coming from 

him, with hip record, or not run that risk, not pra:ent him at all. 

Without Bartogaer Prosecutor Posner has none of thoserfuries" he imagined 

to impute to Uswald. 

Without that he has no motive to at ribute to Oswald. The prosecutor Men then has 

a trim wi.thout any hytive at akk all rather than a trial wittc a motive he made up with 

Pic more bafas than his LAerpretation of what liartobs mv.nnt in what he said about Oswald 

as a troubled boy. 

Po6ner did not even deny it Aen face-to-face with Dr dyril Wecht, who is both a 
00V 

la.:yer and a forensic pathologist uken on 	September 3,-  1993, Wecht said to him, that 



In hiL. dishonest version there is no other defense and only what; he says is fee-bib:4144 

and relevant when it is neither. 



hhi book was only "a prosecutor's brief." 

Jot only does Posner give no other side, he pretends there is none s,ve with what 

he j_chs and chosen, not always faithfully, from the trash of the theorized conspiracies. 
3gYA— 	 ate.11 

114 Without a defense lawyer;:o kep hi!:: honest Posner was not honest. 

In a court of law he would 	bey ail a lametlampooned from beginning to end for 

    

his ignorance of what he tallm about and for his not ma uncommon outright lies. 
4vPe/  

We can say as a defense counsel woug have said, "Counsellor, you hlve a deo- 

dorant an the same old garbage and
4 
 still stinks." 

That is all that Posner did and with two el:cepties it is no Wwe than that some 
alifr'za//  tt 10- 1441.4-twr Id - aAmoe-- fki r 

old garbage and nothing els:; since my first bo,d44 afpeero7i. , 	9./.....14 zpv, 

)1-046 	 * 
11. we hiP:! seen, and what Into-lased is not by any means all fhte illustrations 

of it, even those 200 interViewes Posner brags 	about wi:ere not intended to yield 

any new evidences they yielded, none, Ather-and what is left is Posner's inaccurate 
ltAt 

and undspendybl,, preilense0 the dooder.-Int makes that old garbage smell fresh wheM.t 
Avt.,afilelmo 

is in fact- o 	garbage. 

Thane n interviews were no more than a shyster's trick to be able to pretend 

they hold what is new and relevant when they do not at all. They were his m!!:_lns of 
.0„m cv-10.74107L5,' 

dinL; the truth2,4.44-aeme of his cherished sources, wIle.ther-i4-is what can...be-wa,i41- 

nhout4hem, 	abeet 	 Bringnier and Dadeauxf  
hVOIA-14;,kie.Atf,  /704144,6 r_ttt,t4f).-buA0, 	t

,„„ 4Ar  

EntAi416,nisusea, to hide -what is 0 veadY public f-7.0c.itemT-es-w14 NoL:enko and Tague. 

Posner lacks even a once-stided dlyster case such as might be rusked in aome 

jerkwater fcistness. 

Examination of it with loss skill and resources than a defense counsel would have 

AAr- 
. It distortsrepresents,lis often based 

on ii;no,.anco and it factually 4incorrect and it in dishonest in mally wayS,g 

is-a-majer-illustgatien. 

In e4.rt that would be ruinous, as before th_, court of public tpinion it .should be. 

There are those two possible exceptions. One is that snazzy Zapruder "enhancement" 

had shows it to be totally fsixwm flawed 

th. t 13 really no more than cribbing from the unjustified but nationally-pulaished belief 



	

of that fifteen-y':er-old David Lai. Wjat Posner lied in saying he spotted 	in lc that 
e? / 	

ei•.e 
supposed "e hancement" he really took from thetarticle 	wrote.i. 	/1/ 

So, that is not new, KeeiXiatiii liii*XallaiikatietathrietaXteitakZ 

Therusrtra3-r5Iti-thErb--cIttr-nrmd-.., 	 versmon oi te-c mine. 

Now-leteuseteke-aeleekeet-that,4glea. 	 Cl 

Posne nut---ie 	eughetIlat-f-andre-super-mgderrereete-ta-41Ce:theeeart 

work weeeden 

to 	ilimteimpassumburr hin-reaa'eiTOThndelT>tand -thate.1-11-Leoe-i4-4qa_dsanee for lei re 

':that is new is his saying that until that so-ealled enhancement he represents was made 
, was/ 

for him imethesmnizxemeansPmEepxmeo±wing andinot possible until the advances in .cience 

and technology made it poseibleo'Oat he attributes to that source ane that source alone 

mas apg4e spotted ie that unenlianced film wit, the unaided eye of that fifteen-year-old 

boy and-tizat even before than th sane information was in the Commission's testimony th t 

was brought to in 4Thitewa„.h - almost thirty years ago. 

So, one of his two amazing dtmommximIx claimed "discoveries" is not any "dis-

coery" at all and it is not hi /except by the ivery and misrepresent ation. 

The only other claim he makes to what is new, and again he makes this claim in the 

same way, as done for him and possible only becnune of these-1312777iepmviously-unavail-

get. /en ti (24. 
able sicneitific and techonological advances,, is his computerized reconstruction of the 

crime. Let Lie nog examine that and his presentation of it in his Appendix A, his ten-
grphhics 
pae~presentation of it. (Pages 473-02) As he presentee it, with text on its first page 

only, he had this credit line in small type at the bottom of thnt page."Graphics by 

John Griniwade (right) Edited by Clive Irving Research by Joyce Pendola"(Raphaela-

there is no punctuation in that line)He has no farther identifications of his artist, 

editor or researcher. 

Froth time to time in his text he has made passim; reference to cone of his ultra-

modern wizardry r4resented graphiaLly in his Appendix A. 
CT 

Posner boastsof his "analytical mind" of unen there is not the Tightest 

cation in his six hundred pages. I was ap professional analyst in intelligence twenty 

tten 



There was something familiar about it but it did not come to mind as I continued to 

read and to write. 



au I 

twenty yeeare before he ties born. 2rom that experience, and our eeneriences do linger in 

our wind:;, I began to have questions about his rcpreeentation that all this ultramod- 

ern and obviously quite costly work was done for him. 	
•?•74-• 

 

Before , 	I had a copy of the book and began reading it major newspapers attributed 444-  
/,)et 

_e work to him and praised him for it, 11.1k represented of as having been done for him 

in oubli c appearances, incluane on TV, and several people who had and had 'read awe 

his book before I did told me abou.d this work for him they found impressive. 

But what immediately attracted. my attention as I read his several representations 

of this amazing eork done for him io that he never came right out and said that. He 

could not have written invocations of i'„; to tell the reader that this work was for him 

any more clearly than he did but on carefullj amination of his precise words he fell just 

si- ort of spelline it out as work done for him. he implied it, strongly, forecfully and 

unequivocally in his writing. Lie is more than half' y thorugh his book, two-thirds of 

the way througfore he makes any mention of the scientific wizards who did this 

easidlewk. lie then makes his first mention of Failure hnalysis Associates in a note 

that begins on Page 317 and harries over onto the next page. He there mentions it after 
two subject- 

flatlet crediting t-wo-eo444ee-matter ignoramuses,ase"Dr. Michael West, a medical exami- 

ner in M 	
J

ississipti, together with col nn Rush, the journalist wh-40 filmed Oswald during 

his Fair Play for Cuba de4nstration at the Hew OrleansTrade bart." This sublimates 

Po:merle c'eting Failure analysis as hid47bource. It is also t, pica]. of Posner's over-

writing, his practi.e throughout the book. 

As we heve seen, Rush is not in any sense a real /journalist." In New urleans he 

was no more than a WDSU-TV photogeapher who did not last there very long. lie was so little 

a real journalist that day, when he was sent to film O.=a144s Oseald's demonstration Al 

that instead of ruchingtback to affrStudio with hi_s film of such special value he instead 

took a clerical worker in that buildine, lielores Aeeley, to/lunch. Rush was so little 

aware of any value in hie film,he had=iirAnso little interest in it, that he allowed 

most of it to be diseared with the "outtakes" not aired A mad It 1;: the outtakes thatkield 

what could hzve been import ant, Oswald's never identified associates, thme same assoeo 



and if I hail not forgotten what made this seem somewhat familiar, 



iesner pretendo did not exist- if ho ever knew there were any. What remained of "Journa- 

list" AWL.' film was less suited for the Couniseionio me use than that of his competitor 
eye 	ul 

/IT station, W1114 and it as stills from the NWL footage that the Commission used for its 

fruitless identification purposes. L./.ke Posner, Rush began with the precancitions that 

Oswald alone was the aseaocin and that he At sac a Coemunist. Nothing else has ever made 

any difference to him bsbas and he has never needed any proofs. They do not exist, in 

aay event, and th:74-Contrary is the fact. Politically he stands with Posner./As Posner_ 

referred to those who did not aeree with the Commission's Deport as "leftists" so tteee 

did Rush, while seeking all the 	ho cold from me in his vain efforts to find some 

j 	 21/ 	
hid 

uetification for his uninfoimteel peseconcepti e simultaneously tee. othe/that I am a 

"CoMtunist." But this does not influonce Posner's judgement of him as a depeddable 

source, Planer being the writes who identified the Nobel Laureate, 2= The Reverend Dr. 
11 

hartin euthee 	/13 a "Cemmeeist," too. 

Sublimate0d,io these two Posner then identifies his second source in his chapter on 

film, "primarily on the latest comeuter enhancements ox'/he/ Zapruder film , as 

"Failure analysis Associates, a prominent firm spooialising in computer reconstructions 

for laweui ts." Re then giver: Abrief description of its work on the JFK assassination, 
ee 

the work he thereafter uses as his -sfin. He does not even say where they are located. 

The more I noticed Posner's tLe:eil. mentions of Failure Analysis the more I wondered 

deout hoWhe phrased his mentions of it. He kept telling the reader that it did his work 

for him but be kept falling just short of a*y b:rticulatingletee/klet• 

ilanting to learn more about failure Analysis and wanting to be in touch with that 

are I was frustrated by the not accidental (tare with which Posner saw to it that he did 

not help flake  that possible, an abnormality in such writing. If we had cable TV, which 

we do not, :gild if for medical reasons I did not live the convoluted hours life, I would 

have knoe what it took me too long to learn about Eailure Analysis. But Op more I read 

of PosneeIe writing the more a suspicion formed that 
	

lure Analysis was somehow con- 

nected with a 1992 event of which I  had little knowledge and had only hoard of it. 

cuspicione were confirmed when 
gelc 

 after it was published Z Imo sent a clip.,ing 

from a San Pitancisco newspaper. Before going into that, huoever, first we should 



examine every word that Posner says Nbfirk-z about Failure Analysis. a mentions it seven 

tiros 	hin book, unindel:ed one of the /those times. In each instance 12e thG ful1i6 

-hat, nothing omitted for full context. The one unindexed mentionof Failure kbalysis in 

in Posner':: "Acknouldgcmcnts," It is the last of the mentions that follow: 



Posner met-,  ns Yailure knalysis 

at each n. ion: IA each i. Aance 

Lssociates seveti es. '=his what he says 

At Dealey Plaza, more than 510 photographs that directly relate to the 
assassination were taken by some seventy-five photographers, but the Za-pruder film is by far the most useful in determining what happened, since it 
records the entire period of the shooting. This chapter is based primarily on 
the latest computer enhancements of that film. They include one done by Dr. 
Michael West, a medical examiner in Mississippi, together with Johann 
Rush, the journalist who filmed Oswald during his Fair Play for Cuba 
demonstration at the New Orleans Trade Mart; and another completed by 
Failure Analysis Associates, a prominent firm specializing in computer 
reconstructions for lawsuits. The Failure Analysis work is an extensive un-
dertaking involving 3-D scale generations of Dealey Plaza, physical mock-
ups of the presidential car, and stand-in models for the President and 
Governor, all to determine trajectory angles and the feasibility of one bullet 
causing both sets of wounds. Failure Analysis also re-created experiments 
with the 6.6ram ammunition, using more updated information than was 
available to the Warren Commission, to further test the "single-bullet the- 
ory" and the condition of the missile. 	C"--- 

/114%t1 

The enhanced film shows several physical reactions that reveal I 
exactly when the Governor was hit, and it is within a half second 
of when he and his wife originally thought the shot struck. At 
224, the right front of the Governor's suit lapel flips up from his 
chest. Discovered in a 1992 computer enhancement by Jeff Lotz 
of Failure Analysis Associates, this jacket movement may be one 
of the most important timing confirmations in the case, as it es-
tablished the moment the bullet hit him. The movement of the 
jacket took place at the exact area where the Governor's suit and 
shirt have a bullet hole, as the missile passed through his right 
shoulder blade and out under his right nipple.52 	,t .1 2,0I')0) 

/ 



Failure Analysis Associates applied the latest computer 
and film-enhancement technology to answer the question of 
whether one bullet could have caused the wounds and, if so, 
where the sniper would have to shoot from for the bullet to do the 
damage. "The most important factor was to have the President 
and the Governor in the exact locations they were at the time 
they were shot," said Dr. Robert Piziali, who oversaw the Failure 
Analysis tests."' Failure Analysis used a technique called "re-
verse projection" to answer the questions. First it created a full-
sized model of the presidential limousine. Then a camera was 
placed in relation to where Zapruder was standing, and the lens 
was set to the same focal length, so the view of the car was identi-
cal to that afforded in the film. Using the Zapruder film, the im-
ages of Kennedy and Connally were sketched into the car, and 
then people who were the exact height and weight of the two men 
were placed into the seats in the positions shown on the film. 
Failure Analysis achieved precision on the placement because it 
used a sonic digitizer, able to make measurements of the bodies 
from the two-dimensional Zapruder film, and convert them into 
three-dimensional space. Once the car was filmed, it was placed 
into animation, and located at the exact spot on Elm Street that it 
was when the second shot was fired, at frame 224. Then the 
wounds on the President and Governor were measured and ex-
tended into the animation. 

At that point the computer was ready to answer two questions. 
The first was whether one bullet could cause all the wounds, and 
the answer was yes.68  The bullet punctured Kennedy's back, 
exited his throat, and on a straight-line trajectory entered Con-
nally's right shoulder. It struck Connally's rib, and at a down-
ward angle exited under his right nipple. Because he had turned 
in his seat, the Governor was slightly to the right. His right fore- 

_ arm was held near the lower portion of his chest. The bullet con-
tinued through his right wrist and then into his left thigh. 

The remaining question about the condition of the bullet was 
whether a bullet at a reduced velocity could strike the radius 
bone in the wrist and emerge in good condition. In 1992 Dr. 
Piziali, of Failure Analysis, and Dr. Fackler experimented with 
powder charges. They lowered the velocity on a 6.5mm bullet to 
1,100 feet per second and shot. it through a cadaver's wrist. "The 
bullet actually made a slightly greater hole than the one in Gov-
ernor Connally's wrist," said Dr. Fackler. "That's because the ex-
periment bullet was actually going a little faster than the 900 feet 
that CE 399 was traveling. The test bullet was non-deformed. It 
was not flattened in the least and had nowhere near the damage 
of CE 399."82 	 fr: 



Jr/ 

The bullet (also shown in side and rear views) from a 1992 reconstruction 

done by Failure Analysis Associates. In that test, the bullet's charge was 

reduced so it would strike a cadaver's wrist at 1100 feet per second, 

approximating the speed of CE 399 when it struck Governor Connally's wrist. 

Emerging in even better condition than 399, it rovided the final physical 

evidence necessary to prove the single-bullet theory (49.‘11 v19/  -4( 1‘ 

(National Archives and Failure Analvsjs Associates) . . 

Dr. Robert Piziali, of Failure Analysis Associates, and Dr. 

Michael West have done some of the most sophisticated com-

puter-enhancement work on the Zapruder film. They not only 

gave me access to their enhancements and underlying tests, but 

also patiently guided me through the intricacies of the ballistics 

issues. ?Ali 	 6  C-5/411514 	fs7e 6-103J 

Oswald's second shot, the first to strike, is the most contentious. 

It is variously called the "magic" or "pristine" bullet by 

conspiracy theorists, who contend that no single bullet could 

have so seriously wounded both men. The bullet needed no 

magic and was not pristine. Its trajectory, based on the Failure 

Analysis computations 

and the Zapruder film, 
Y1 if bpri- 	(17 

is reconstructed here. 



Jul 

acatte. d 
It is only is one begins with a suspicion in reading these few references to 

Failure tinnlysis will these seem suspicious. When they are all together, as here, there 

can be more basis for being suspicious about Posner's writing. If, together, they are 

read sith csre, as mostruaders do noti and none had any reason to read them all at one 

time, there can seen ts we nitre basis for having some suspicions about Parlor's formelation. 

Without suspicion Posner gives the reader to understand that this scientific work was 

done for him. The effectiveness of Posner's trickery igap-is that of all the many people 

who ehonell ars wrote me, from all the many newspapers and magazines I saw - even more 
4 soy any retorter or book 

foinot axelenrsaltmawcat reviewer did-aay4lAiiiiid.--the 6psallingiruth 

emerge. Closest to being this eercoptiv was Ulla the San Francisco Chronicle's  Patricia 

Welt. 

If Posner had intended simple honesty, if he had not intended to leceiver the reader 

‘'.., k.,1‹, ---- :_z.L.8,-012.1.  

and our history,crt----rn-  end 	sf-the first 4e Failure AnalysiSiiirt;dmort-, $he sould , 
M e  -nave( at..ei., (1( twmtd,  2 	 0-  vo _ 

having described all the work Fagiure anaiYSis die in-ii, have referredErgs Appetit 
 

.s.._.--- 
Appendix A, where It appear:: as Poseese Posner's own work, in the sense that it was done 

for him, because there is not a single refesence to Failure Analysis in it. 

In the second of these fee references to Failure iknalysis;-IW-Credit for the alleged 

significant discovery froh the "enhanced" iapruder filmikgiven to Jeff Lotz 	is 

said tails' to be of Failure Analysis." There is not even a hint of what Lotz was doing 

enh.licinc the film os for whom hero is not even a hint of' a larger project than his 
ciu,,,tvte  f.uit.„! 

allJeged enhancement that,As we have seen, Posner t ocarzytimonaKilhaI-hirinterpreted tg 

o_Ar 
as what ths ten year-old Willis girl was and 'ils not doilvs as his own major discovery, 

.thishite in fact criObed from the Luis boy. So, there is nothing in this second mention 

of Failure Analysis that sussests this cork was done for anyone other than Posner and 

ac, he phrases it he continues to give thciTispression that the work was for him and 

his book. 

Connected with it is more of Posner's trickery. In the sentence in which he fsils 
udiwg. 

to sad tf4ai Lotz did that enchanting 

Posner says that chat Lotz saw in it is that "the right front of the Governor's suit 

• • • 



If what h 
	- is true he could have published, side by side, that ffame enhancement and 

photod dho,:ing where thae bullet holes are in Connally's clothing. In ancillary uses he 

did include that he represented is the enhwnceLent of that frame and what he says in it 

simple is hot visible. That he did not do the obvious s indicates he knew it is not true. 



(sic)This, 
lapel flips up fro,.: his chest."4.1f-riosner says, "may be one oz th. most important 

timing confirmationem ,as it establihes the moment the bullet hit him. The movement of 

theAcket (sic) took place at the exact area (sic) where the governmr's 9!uit and shirt 

have a bullet hole„as the matel missile passed through his right shoulder blade and 

out under his right nipple. 

The lapel could hardly have flipped other than away from the body, of course. 

And in the absence of any other possible cause, like the wind gists of twenty 

miles an hour Posner says there was that day, this observation proves nothing at all. 

bearing on the feet tha Posnee was well aware of this, knew that "this jacket move-

ment" provide nothing., at all is the evasiveness along sith th deliberate misrepreeen- 

taion involved in hi: seyinc that the "hit" was * "at the exact idea area" where 

rs 
there are bullets heoles in the clothing. 

There is no such ting js he uses the wordW as an" exact area." The word rewired 

for this te be able to have the Er/ening Posner gives it is something like the 'fit 

Fltisse-and tli "exact point." The "area  cif * the lapel is relatively large and if it 

,WcAe \.6 
sere to have been moved by a bullet going through it, 14hei.her the\ let hit it would 

have to be well into the upper part of that lapo. Lapels taper down to migingnces, 

ant'L the bullet hole is "V under the right nipple. That is not possibly even )(the ameatXR 

"exact area" for any bullet to hav,  been the cause of both Connally's wounds ar the 

movement of that lapel. Indicative of Pc:loner's awareness of this is the absencef any 

e.:1114 iA74°7  
sf=t46,,eaw..+Istric photogeephic proof o' it, Be (mead hew, had Failure Analysis e/ argei 

tha; enh need frame and all those people who\ere so wonderful to him at the Archives 

could hay. sent 111-M pictures of Connally's clothing, if he had wanted it. Those pictures 

have never been restricted. 3 qY/1-  

And V.thout tt*is cocakananie "confirmation" Posner has no oese at all for his 

theory that its was the second bullet that causerthe non-fatal injuries after the 

first of the three bullets he and officialdom acknowkedge, 	01,4-1,,t 4,444. i1474 .1114444-1.
  

Ile next of these excerpts, the longest, most of a page imliengt (Page 34), begins. 
1;ief 

"Failure Analysis Associates ap died rivr; latest compyter and film-enhancement tech- 

tri 
nolo Vti to answer the queotion# of whether one bullet could have caused. all the 



wounds and, if so, .hero the *sniper would have to shoot from for the bullet to do 

the 	ge." Thie begins on the previous pege, with t-h*t question, "alas it possible s for 

one bullet to have inflivted the neck wound on President Kennedy and all the wounds 

on Governor Co:nally?" Posner ne-t quotes Dr. Robert 4.ve Piziali (right), who over-

saw the Failure Analysis tests." 
rr 

Still again Posner avoids any mention at all-even the tiniest hint fmthat Failure 

Analysis did not do the work for 40 him or of even the most indirect sueTestioe that the 

work as done for anyone else. 

Carless still another time, Posner gets a little lost in his fabrication of both 

a justification for his own co4;tion and his covering up for the of:icial mythology. 

At the beginning of this rather long paragraph on Page 1;34 he locateP the Presi-

dent's wound in the neck, referring to "the neck wound," and on Page 334, in the very 

\r next arae.eaph he is closer to the truth, not a common Preener practi e, when he rites, 

The bullet punctured Kennedy' back and ezited his throat ..." 

The back is a pretty large part of any body but large as it is, it cedtainly);IP 

does not include the neck! 

Beeause Piziali used " eltechnoque called 'reverse projection' to answer the 
c?' 

questions," wcrking backward from the presumed positions of bith victims in the car when 

ttruck, where projective backward could have gotten to ,;here the shop came from, pro-

jecting it backward several hundred feet, the e..ct  location of the President's wound 

iseottraor iA=4-relatilicelyshertietatieleen a neck and a back 
e9,-4.3  tpeitybeti.  

sound, proje; ted backaard that distenco, can result in a simple enormous difference 

betweeqconjectured points of origin. 

One again, when-vor Posner is, atypically, even<2identally honest, he has ts 

trouble. This is inevitable from the established facts that he either misrepresents or 

ignoree. Here he does not say hoe Piziali determined the precise point for his " 

"reverse -rejection" while never indicatinE why Piziali went to all this cost and trouble, 

the inference that itti was for Posner's book remaining. 



Three pages lator Posner again r,:fers to Piiali's e;r.periments, this time with 

Dr.gudtin Fackler, identified on Pages 337-8 as president of th Wound 4a11istics 

Association, in firing bullets .__tip reduced charges to equate the damage, if aAy, done 
- uviu.0% d.,„„ed 

t. reduced-charge bull( As with titec.e. t ai 0(';7401Eist on tl• t ma ical4xhibit 588 bullet. 

Still aLain, Posner doe:41ot sayiiipfr whom this was done, again by the omission 

poi!Itin to hflnself and h. s botk as th. rea::on for all that additions' and costly work. 
'-They are captions  for  the illustrations.) 

The next tjo ekcerpts a from unnumbered IrgST31.371ner's appendix./Each has 

differ:Tit typography rind both are different typography than any in Posner's book. Both 

are in the :art of the ap end& relating to the bullet tests. Each me:-.l credits the 

work cited. That thgls appet.01;:\:Act .re  ad by Po,mer and his publisher is reflect/ 

also by th, fa. ,:t that they have no -oozes numbers on them. Thc)are pages 478 and .402, 

imspectively. ) 

Donor's final and unindexed reference to Failur Analysis Associatesis Lis joint 

Ahalks to PiF Piziali and to best and for "accesjto their computer-enhancements and 

underlying tests." Piziali is identified as "of failure Analysis Associates," the 

only mention of it. 

The credit for the pictuves used on page 472 izIt different than any in Posner's 

book, being in italics and it is jointly - dth th Arehives,"Hational Archives and  

\ Failure  Analysis Associatcs)". 

With these all the mentions of Failure Analysis Associates iN the book, it is withut 

, 
any :,uestion at all that 1) Psner is careful not even to in,icate why or for whom 

Failure Analysis did all that; costly work and 2) es eery means possible to lead the 

reader to believe, in the absnce of the norm, credit to the source, it was for him and 

for his book. 

And that 	the way it was taken insr-1, every public use made of it of which I am 
P.AAL41/ 24' 

aaxg aware by having seen of or by being told of itiorTdat copies of it. 

T:e oft- and justifiably-honored Pbiladelpgia Inquirer said on September 7, 7.20Rns 

A 
"Posner co:laissioned a fprm that specilizes in computerized reconstructions fow use in 

litigation to conduct elaborate tests." 
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Hews 
In his august 50 dilearance uith that ne*work's Loon arris, aske,.i how he 

tbinic*e closed the case, after several other plugs for himself Posm:r spoke this 

sentence, "I found the lo4.1 files from attorney din C.,.rrison's invelLgation in New 

Orleans an&1 I've used the latest computer and scientific enhancements and animation 

to'study the assassination film - the Zapruder fi and answer the questions what 

ohtponed in 4  nley .t - e. Plaza in terms of th:: timing of the shots and resolve the 

issue of the single bullet = ..." 

As we saw earlier, Posner "found" no lout garrison files and used not a single 

piece of paper from them in his book. He is notTruthful in that part of this sentence 

and ilivin6 no source for what he says he ized of the gins rackety ho implies that work 

is his. 



As with the other illust•zions that follow, if Posner or Random House corrected 

this I am no aware of it. 

When introduced on Czer-. Ciffi September 3, "Crossfire" host Hike Tinsley said, "Posnr's 

-se
i  most important new evidence pis a computerized en handement of the damous Zapruder film." 

Posner did not correct him and say that analysis was not "his." 
3 17 A-1\p? 
In a three-page treatsent of the bora alAd o..1 Posner, including an interview with 

liewday's Jack Sirica said in his interview, issue of September 16, "Posner also 

employed computer technold,:gg not available to the Commission in 1964." 

What Ponner told him, reported on the inside psgat he "stumbled across" 

failure Analyst's work Vi"for a Court TV mock trial." This does not say the work was done 

iif 
for Posner. It does say that Failure Analysis "alloged him to use its computer modelling 

in the book." This Failure Annlysis does not confirm. And indicating that at least some 

of that work Was his own, what Posner told Sirica led -Sirica to tiwil4e write of what 

Failure Analysis didc'Poener uses similar techniaues," which is to say that some of that 
) 

work is his. 

There were cseaphie Posner did not use in his book that were used in U.S/News and X 

woyia 11.P.Mort 	1, 	'sus. Along with an interview of Posner in the Chicago 

Tribune of 0c;obes 3 one of these graphics hss but a single citation of its source,"From 

Case Closed: lee Harvey Osweld And,1,:Assassination of JFK,LS by Gerold Posner (Random 

lk,04-015 	orn4 re.w_ 	 
House Sept. 1, 1993)'Tis it appears in the book, in the upper right-hand corner appears, 

4 

Appendix A - 477." It aert..ympt71 actually spears hsif on Page 476, which has no number on 
A 

it, the legend of the original appearing where the page number ordinarily would. 

That sumo one as published in what I believe is the Los Angeles Dail  dews of August 

19, the city not appearing on them sent me does not include this page number and does 

include "Graphics by John Grimwade." This does not appear in the book. 

In the U.S.News 0# August 30/September issue that has the twenty4page treatment of 

Tribune 
0,Ses1,/ 

the book, uhat the Chicago Daii2ex 	/apeearo AMance two pages after the ter notice 

4Posner's.copyrIght (pages 90-1) and without eithqr 9f the previously reported 
fltv% 	ktm Erica 	titA 	atait14. 	 es Pr-e(ze LI-04  

nra; 	and reeearibh as before is\redited 



to Grimwado, Irving and Ali Pendola. Ths is also true on ages 76-7, 78-9 and 94. 

wi-at is on thc; first page of Appendix pa with thE; same three oredited for their work 

an it, beginning with an acLual-siss side and ,.4ad. view of Bullet 399 a:pears on 
Ivo 44,e-th dorm it4g- 44'2  

Page 88 with wily the Posner copyrii: t notice on that page. 	17 ,-.7 meC4 1)44f 1Y-  
Nom-, of thase references to who did the graphics, editing or research bears any other 

credit, source off' copyright notice. 

One of Posner's longest and most effusive "Acknowledgements" 	begins, "I owe 

a special thanks to David l'erTy) an isurance investigator," a professional that my 

friend Dave is. Posner also refers ta 6 as "scholnrlY" and "unstinting in his assistance." 

(Pages 503-4) 
After referring ti-1_3 

(B5ketuaiity, the subject of the next chapter, in his j  letter to me of October 9, 

my fri 	ave, who is a professional and 'ill warrants what Posner wrote of him, said, 

fowevor, the way theu media is approaching 'ese Closed' the casual reader of the book 

or listener to the r.dio and tv(sic) appearances (referring to Pganer's), it looks 

like Gerald and Random house Commissioned the study." 

As the Inggiger said in the first ,quotation abate and as Dave Perry says in the 

last, the general perception is that this state-of-the-art work was done for Poen& and/161 

his boa. Ovp hing posrible wee-Aon to give this impression. No±hing was done to 
. _11'.)11.1N-40a..1414401,_ /IOW 

correct it, ever -ever, even when it war. to Posher's face, as en cm, 

And none of it is true. 

Yet it is integral in What Historian,* Steplien,iiinmbrose told Newsday's  

Jae!,: Sirioa is "just a model of"--hia4.4t. historical scholnrship." 


